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ABSTRACT

Sales Analysis System is able to make collection of useful data about our clients, hotels, bookings & reservations made by administrators for analyzing, and forecasting sales made from our contracted hotels around Malaysia to our overseas tour operators. The system is able to generate MIS reports on the amount of sales and the number of bookings made on daily and monthly periodic basis. The DSS is able to crunch all these data and make prediction of past, current and future sales information that are useful for the manager(s) of SADSS Tour for alternative decision making. The system is also able to make estimation on how much income/profit that Company could make during the current year based on the current mark-up value. The mark-up value is to show how much profit margin can be earned by Company. The manager can enter the mark up value and the system can generate the estimated sales profit margin.

The new suggested system will upgrade the current manual system based system that only limit to some issues.

The additional decision support system in this proposed system is specially designed to track some cases that caused inconvenience. This is to streamline the tasks and cut-off the unnecessary overheads.